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The Overall Classification of this Brief is: **UNCLASSIFIED**
Briefing Objectives

• Provide you with an understanding of NMIO

• Highlight how whole of government MDA is core to the success of NMIO’s work

• Discuss a way ahead where we might be able to partner with you
Why Office of the Director of National Intelligence Exists

Why National Maritime Intelligence-Integration Office Exists
NMIO’s Mission

• Advance maritime intelligence integration, info. sharing, and domain awareness

• Enable decision advantage to protect the United States, its allies, and international partners against threats in or emanating from the global maritime domain

• Build unity of effort
National Intelligence Integrator

Director of National Intelligence
2012 Guidance to NMIO:

• Develop the Global Maritime Community of Interest (GMCOI)

• Improve Information/Intelligence Sharing

• Advocate GMCOI Collection and Analytic Priorities

• Integrate Science and Technology

NMIO is an important facet of the ODNI’s efforts to foster national intelligence integration.
Wide-ranging Threats and Illegal Activities

- **Asymmetric**
  - Terrorism, cyber-attack, WMD proliferation, anti ship ballistic missiles…

- **Criminal / Illegal**
  - Piracy, drugs, human trafficking, mass migration, smuggling, marine exploitation…

- **Environmental Destruction**
  - Toxic waste, dumping, overfishing…

Documents seized from Osama bin Laden's compound revealed continued interest in targeting maritime industry as a method to provoke "extreme economic crisis" in the west. UK Guardian 20May2011
Maritime Unity of Effort

**Maritime Security**
National MDA Plan

- MDA Executive Steering Committee
- 20 (now 19) MDA Challenges
- Enterprise Architecture
- GMCOI Outreach

**Maritime Intelligence**
Unifying Intelligence Strategy

- Maritime Intelligence Strategy Board
- Priorities & Enduring Challenges
- Advocate Collection, Analysis, & CI Solutions
- IC Integration

NMIO’s Maritime Security, Intelligence Integration, and Strategic Engagement Departments work together to create whole of government synergy for more effective maritime Decision Advantage

"Integrate the Maritime Community, Understand the Domain, Help Protect the Nation"
National Security Council (NSC) Support

• NMIO supports the NSC by consolidating and unifying Intelligence Community (IC) views on maritime issues
  — Presidential Policy Directive-18, Maritime Security

• NMIO activities include:
  — Informing NSC policy formulation on such topics as: Maritime Security, Global Supply Chain Security, Maritime Domain Awareness, Information Sharing, Piracy, Maritime Mass Migration, and the Arctic
  — Coordinating integrated IC-wide estimative and strategic intelligence assessments
  — Managing NSC tasks and information requests across the IC

The NSC has come to rely on NMIO to coordinate and integrate the IC perspective on maritime issues.
Maritime Domain Awareness
Executive Steering Committee (MDA ESC)

• NMIO Director is Chair

• Four members:
  — Department of Defense (Navy / OPNAV N2/N6I)
  — Department of Homeland Security (USCG / CG-2)
  — Department of Transportation (MARAD, Safety & Security)
  — Intelligence Community (NMIO)

• Meets quarterly to:
  — Share interagency MDA, maritime security, & maritime intelligence information
  — Promote & coordinate Federal MDA interagency issues
  — Support the National Security Council
  — Oversee Interagency Implementation Activities of the National MDA plan

MDA ESC Vision: “The ESC will proactively lead and coordinate the integration of maritime intelligence and MDA efforts across the Federal interagency”
NMIO: We’re Here to Help

You: Relate Your Strengths and Needs
- Tell us about your successes and innovations
- Also, your challenges and critical gaps

NMIO: Share Innovative Solutions
- Leverage our position to share innovative solutions to common problems

Together: Build New Capability
- By breaking down walls and unlocking data
- By leveraging partnerships with community innovators
- Teaming with you to build what you need!
Thank you…and questions